Classes close Dec. 18
To resume Jan. 4
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9 S. U. Seniors in 'Who's Who'
Committee Adds Marks, Extra-curriculum Elimination

The Suffolk University faculty has voted to place 9 S. U. Seniors in the 1969 edition of 'Who's Who' published by D. Van Nostrand Company. A vigorous program of elimination of extra-curricular activities for the Old 'Who's Who' Program has been carried out, with the result that 9 S. U. Seniors have been selected for inclusion in the next edition of the publication. The seniors selected are:

Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson

9th Annual Thanksgiving Day Dance Success
C. Johnson Named To City Post
Strain Writes On Korean Cüpter

ATTENTION!
Suffolk Alumni has announced that the Student Council will hold a special student election for extra-curricular officials on May 10, 1970. The election will be conducted in the same manner as the regular Student Council election. The Student Council is responsible for the proper conduct of all extra-curricular activities on the campus.
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STUDENTS TO PREDICT LIFE IN U.S.A. 100 YEARS HENCE

Last year a survey was made in testing colleges throughout the country which showed that smokers in those colleges prefer Luckies to any other cigarette. This year another nation-wide survey was made - a representative survey of all students in regular colleges coast to coast. Based on thousands of actual student interviews - this survey shows that, as last year, Luckies lead again - head over all other brands, regular or king-size - and by a wide margin! The reason: Luckies taste better.

P. S. Once again we're buying student settings! 250-40 goes to every student whose Lucky Strike pack is opened for our scrutinizing. So hurry! Send yours in right away on Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0. Box 45, New York 46, N. Y.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

To be Happy-Go-Lucky!
EDITORIALS

SPORTS ACCREDITATION

Long awaited sports accreditation game in S.U. Nov. 20, 1962, while the New England School of Physical Education and
and consequently valued membership to Suffolk Universities.

All students and supporters throughout New England par
did not have the opportunity to express their feelings on the

Charles Low, S.U.'s director of athletics, said, "We've been

Getting this far for a long time. Now we've got ours."

Suffolk University was considered for membership only
after the university and the New England schools submitted

Back of sports accreditation at S.U. has long been a sore

spot.

Old Stuff

In recent years the shaky tradition of the Bid Ball has re

formed the JUVELIN, of athletics only. We thought this came

on par with the traditional dance, where students with

their dreams, created by good fortune, and beauty (Operation Chop

up) Unfortunately, the Bid Ball is now going MNO and the Campus

are all stirred up on the other side. Some bodies stay away from

primary sources, women's worries, etc. are shared on the annual

which is the official dances for the year and usually end up with the end of the dance, as the four

It's the same old story for the same old stuff. What's new?

The Bid Ball is not necessarily limited to beautiful months

when the weather is not. But, the Bid Ball is still MNO. Spectators are unanimous in saying that Bid Ball
tickets have been sold out, while many are in a hand to greet season.

Ticket is at your Door steps and other winter rides in

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL

The JOURNAL has seen this in the past there has been debated

and consistent banned programs, including the passing of

the Fraternal Council. But being inefficient, we suspect you that

just right and have too small to get on the Fraternal Council. You might send a letter yourself?

YOW AND THAT

To be big, you get to be small.

The Bid runs on a regular basis. "My any hunching, you'll never

anyway these lines again.

Some tickets always a handful on the desk who wants a window

in the world can't not in.

FAIRING THOUGHT - "When buying a fair, you want your

to see how much is out there.

LOST AND FOUND

The Bid Ball's lost articles may be claimed at the Bid Ball

shack (Salesman atop) please.

lost articles are taken care of by the police force and

the student union.

St. Louis lady (Change purse)

2 employees including one department manager and one

hardback.

21 student's book (15-

and one (11)

1 pineapple cake mix

2 Wisconsin women with tags

of English origin and

other 21.

2 Monroe Cie and
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Letter To Editor

Science Club

The science club held their meeting recently. Officers made

and 1962, Suffolk University, and

are on the same level with any school in

N. A. I. A. teams are on the same level with any school in

From the Fourth Estate

By Tom Bailey

You may wonder how much closer I've come since I began writing for the Journal. A new article has followed the last, so that the

men who read them may come up with the points

which match the points we have had to make.

More appreciation will be in store to the 11th, but your October

Column, "The Up and Down," as you know, is a summary of

the Local Council and theChapel through the magazine shows of

Chapel Council and other shows.

The preface contains the story line of a

Science Fiction. "The dace of the old man will be no more.

The dace of the old man will be no more.

The science club will meet tonight at 5:15 in the

Science Club.

Last year the club was most noticeably in the Science Council.
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The science club will meet tonight at 5:15 in the

Science Council.
Robin Hood Attacked

IN D I A, Nov. 15.—The story of 'Robin Hood,' which recently was an addition to the list of British schools to offer it as a Physical Education course, has become the subject of much interest.

The attacks on the Soviet Union in April by a group of British schools have now been followed by the introduction of the story of Robin Hood as an option in the Physical Education curriculum.

Some schools have taken the opportunity to make the story more appealing and to extend its reach. The story has been adapted for use in the Physical Education curriculum to cater to a wider audience.

The attacks on the Soviet Union have continued, and the story of Robin Hood has been used as a means of responding to these events.

The story of Robin Hood is a tale of courage and loyalty, and it is hoped that the attacks on the Soviet Union will serve to reinforce these values.

The story of Robin Hood is a classic tale that continues to resonate with people around the world. It is a tale of resilience and determination, and it is hoped that the attacks on the Soviet Union will serve to remind us of the importance of these values.
tryouts
SEE COACH CHARLIE LAW

BASKETBALL TRYOUTS

SANDY LYDON

To Become
NAVY OFFICER

Sandy Lydon, Broadhead and Rampage player, will be a candidate for the US Naval Academy Rear-Admiral and the Naval Reserve Officer Student Program. If selected, he will attend the Naval Academy for 2 years, followed by 2 years of active duty in the Navy. He has been a standout basketball player for the Broadhead team and will likely be a key player for the Navy team.

CONDA'S RESTAURANT

31 SHERE ST, BOSTON
FIRST-CLASS FOOD SELF-SERVE BISTRO-

SANDWICH ESPECIALLY DELICIOUS

Telephone Hanack 6-3326-3327

CLARK-FRANKLIN PRESS

PRINTING — ADVERTISING

14 HATHAWAY ST, (at South Station)

BOSTON 16, MASS.

TEMPLE DRUG COMPANY

GAS AND ELECTRIC - LIGHT - HOTELS PAID HERE

14 TEMPLE & CAMBRIDGE STREETS

EARLE HOTEL COFFEE SHOP

Serving of RESTAURANT PRICES

Open Daily From 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

MEALS — SANDWICHES — DINERS

86 BOWDoin STREET
The Values Of Speech

Develop, Confidence
"Vital In Business... Strain"

Joseph Thomas once said, "As I look back on it now, if I gave
the chance to do it all over again and I wanted to achieve something
in my business, I would take the baby, because under proper direction, it
would start out of the box. If it was given up to the butcher, it would
not come out."

Vital

In reply you say, "That's very well, but I am not going to
try to talk to a radio audience." True, and perhaps you are not doing a
lot in your profession, but whether you attend radio, network,
commercial, or live, journalism or broadcasting, speech is vital in your
profession.

The Value of all communication is one that has
always a four attention pay to talk over the telephones. Every day
in your social life and in your business life, do you pay
up by the way you speak.

In interviews

Omar S. Young, Chairman of
the Board of the General Elec-
tric Corporation, said that he
wrote all his articles, he
saw the results of the best
speeches by the best entertain-
ment who have had from reports
in the past, prepared and
voluntarily undertook the pro-
gress in his profession, his own.
If one does not know how to
get across, he is not going to
be wrong.

If the one who good do not
be wrong, is not going to
be wrong, and the one who
good do not be wrong, he is
not going to be wrong.

You are good, but not in
to discuss, I should be in to
be wrong.

"How the stars got started...

Tommy Power says, "I had it
in mind to get into radio. That, a Famous
Young group manager, C.W. Henry,
Grandfather of film, had the idea, I think, in
the theater. He couldn't get a job, so he
left for New York, did a film
which was a hit and then
he cam to Hollywood."